Genetic and clinical biomarkers of tocilizumab response in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.
The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of clinical and genetic factors on response to tocilizumab (TCZ) response, remission, low disease activity (LDA) and DAS28 improvement. A retrospective cohort study in 79 RA patients treated with TCZ during 6/18 months of therapy was conducted. CD69(rs11052877), GALNT18(rs4910008), CLEC2D(rs1560011), KCNMB1(rs703505), ENOX1(rs9594987), rs10108210, and rs703297 gene polymorphisms, identified in a recent GWAS as putative predictors of TCZ response, were analysed. Variables independently associated to satisfactory EULAR response at 6 months were GALNT18-CC genotype (ORCC/T-:12.8; CI95%:1.5,108.7; p=0.02), CD69 gene polymorphism (ORAA/GG:17.2; CI95%:2.5,119.6; p=0.004) and lower number of previous biological therapy, BT (OR: 0.45; CI95%:0.3, 0.7; p=0.001). The factors independently associated to higher remission were lower number of previous BT (OR:0.56; CI95%:0.38, 0.82; p=0.003), and GALNT18 CC genotype (ORCT/CC:0.09; CI95%:0.02,0.45;p=0.004; ORTT/CC:0.14; CI95%:0.02,0.79; p=0.026). The A-allele of CD69 (ORA_/GG:6.68;CI95%:1.68,26.51;p=0.007) and lower number of previous BT (OR:0.50; CI95%:0.32,0.77; p=0.002) were independent factors capable to predict higher LDA rates at 6 months. Independent factors associated to higher improvement in DAS28 at 6 months were CD69-AA genotype (B=-0.56; CI95%:-1.09, -0.03; p=0.039), GALNT18-CC genotype (B=-0.88;CI95%:-1.49, -0.27; p=0.005), subcutaneous administration (B=1.03; CI95%:0.44,1.62; p=0.001) and higher baseline DAS28 (B=0.82; CI95%:0.59, 1.05; p=4.9×10(-10)). Lower number of previous BT was the only independent predictor of satisfactory EULAR response (OR:0.60; CI95%:0.34,0.88; p=0.010) and higher remission (OR:0.65; CI95%:0.46,0.93; p=0.018) at 18 months. The C-allele of GALNT18 (ORC-/TT:4.60; CI95%:1.16, 18.27; p=0.03) and lower number of previous BT (OR:0.47; CI95%:0.29,0.74; p=0.001) were independent factors capable to predict higher LDA rates at 18 months. In conclusion, RA patients treated with TCZ showed better EULAR response, remission, LDA and DAS28 improvement rates in patients carrying the GALNT18 C-allele or the CD69 A-allele, particularly when lower number of BT were previously administered.